By choosing to build with limestone rather than brick, Schaeffer Hall defined the center of campus. Above the main entrance, a goddess can be seen with garlands of fruits and vegetables and hair that resembles cornstalk roots.

Previously named the Physics Building, MacLean Hall features a band of scientist names inscribed into the exterior. The west entrance features lamps, in groups of five, that resemble the five Pentacrest buildings.

Home to the Museum of Natural History, MacBride Hall’s exterior is decorated with animals, grouped by species, above the main floor windows. One example features a walrus surrounded by two seals.

At the top of this building is an eagle with scientific instruments, which symbolizes the building’s original function as a medical laboratory. Bridge for Iowa, which spans across North Dubuque Street, connects both biology buildings.

The Iowa Avenue Literary Walk includes 49 bronze panels embedded into the sidewalk starting at Phillips Hall and ending at Gilbert Street. It celebrates many authors who were graduates or faculty of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop.

On the Iowa Avenue Literary Walk, what is the name of the book written by author W.P. Kinsella? Hint: This book inspired the movie, *The Field of Dreams*.

Submit the answer in Employee Self-Service > My LiveWELL Portal for 150 liveWELL points!